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CITY OF
CANNING
PLANNING

INNOVATION

SAFETY

HEALTH

KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT

ENGAGEMENT

COMMUNITY
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The City of Canning is one of
Australia’s cultural hotspots offering
its 93,000 residents and anyone who
visits a rich tapestry of cultural
experiences, 16km of pristine
riverfront, some of Perth’s best
Chinese cuisine, a fantastic and
diverse events calendar for residents
and businesses and a place where
diversity and inclusion is celebrated
COMMUNICATION
DIVERSITY

OUR JOURNEY INTO THE FUTURE
SUSTAINABILITY

EDUCATION
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CANNING
SNAPSHOT
136 current
and future leaders
have received
targeted leadership
training as a result of an
Australian Institute of
Management (AIM
WA) partnership.

GETTING
HEALTHY
FROM THE
INSIDE OUT
Integral to Canning's transformation is its
investment in people, an understanding
at the highest level that if you provide
great training, a clear blueprint for
delivery and a safe environment to try
new things, make mistakes and learn from
them, the result will be a highly motivated,
creative and output-focused workforce.

Collaboration
with Harvard
University’s Technology
and Enterprise Center has
enabled multi-disciplinary
discussions between senior
innovation and technology
leaders on relevant topics in
society including Smart
Cities and sustainability
projects.

Staff are
provided with
year-round financial,
emotional, physical
and financial health
initiatives as part
of a Wellbeing
Program.

The City’s transformation started on the
inside with a significant restructure and
some big questions and decisions around
where the organisation wanted to go.
Subsequent endorsements by Council have
paved the way in allowing the City to blast
into the big, bold direction envisaged by
the leadership team.
Cross-functional
Appointment
working groups work
of the first Chief
together to embed
Innovation Officer in
organisational values
WA local government
and improve
focused on building staff
workplace
capacity in the
culture.
innovation, engagement
and project
management
Introduction
spaces.
of a new
software system
to increase
efficiencies and
reduce costs.
Introduction of
a Culture of Care
program specifically
created to increase care
of self, workmates,
Staff
community,
encouraged to think
environment, plant
and work differently
and equipment at
and given licence to
Canning.
create exciting, new and
transformational
Culture
projects and
surveys completed
initiatives.
across the
organisation to create
a constructive and
engaged workplace
culture.

GLOBAL
LEARNING AND
COLLABORATION

Harvard University's
Dr David Ricketts
delivered an Innovation
Master Class for Canning
and WA local governments
to embed innovation in
business practices.
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Staff have
access to over 150
training courses and
programs to stretch,
grow and cultivate
new skills.

Located 12km from the Perth CBD and with
a vision and commitment from Council to
be a welcoming and thriving City, there’s
never been a better time to be part of the
Canning community.

Collaboration
with the Dubai
Government on
Innovation Culture,
Smart City Projects and
Happiness Agenda –
www.smartdubai.ae

With an appetite to create a
paradigm shift away from the
traditional roads, rates and
rubbish mindset, the City’s
willingness to lead the sector
and collaborate on local,
national and international
levels is gaining attention.

Partnerships
with Curtin
University and State
Government agencies
will create better
outcomes for all
global citizens.

Collaboration
with Federal and State
Governments and
agencies to deliver Canning’s
first next generation smart
park – Wharf Street Basin – as
part of the 10-year Canning
City Centre project to create
Perth’s CBD of the south.
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KEEPING IT ALL
SUSTAINABLE
Refusing to orbit in the typical way, Canning is committed to a journey of
sustainability on all levels – social, economic and environmental - and is well
placed to achieve these goals thanks to its forward-thinking Council who
has the wellbeing of its people and the environment at the core
of every decision.
Roll-out of the
A Reconciliation
Action Plan will
ensure the importance
of the traditional Whadjuk
Noongar Peoples in
Canning’s history and
future is recognised and
celebrated.

Introduction
of a differential
rating strategy
provides more equity
across landholdings
for all property
owners.

Overhaul of
one of the oldest
Local Planning
Schemes in Perth gives
the City more flexibility
and a more
partner-focused lens
on the future.

Transition out
of aged care
services allowing
more knowledgeable
aged-care
organisations to care
for Canning
seniors.

Canning has
been given the green
light by Council to emerge
as a pro-active leader in the
sustainability space through
endorsement of key documents
including the Sustainability
Policy, Strategic Waste
Management Plan, Local
Biodiversity Strategy and
Street Tree Strategy.

Digital Strategy will
future-proof the City by
embracing technology
and smart solutions with
Development
a focus on increasing
of an app allows
digital literacy in
residents to track
the Canning
fitness and nutrition
community.
goals and progress
from their homes or
the gym.

Partnerships
with Fremantle Port
Authority, Westport and
Link WA will ensure Canning
is on track to become a best
practice freight and logistics
precinct that can meet the
growing freight needs for the
City and wider WA
community.

Refurbishment
of the Leisureplex
facilities enables access
to state-of-the-art
equipment to nurture the
physical and mental
wellbeing of Canning
residents.

Digital solutions
will be balanced with
traditional approaches to
accommodate Canning’s
unique and diverse
population – 51% of
community members are
born overseas and 174
languages are spoken
in the City.
Creation of the
smart-focused
Canning City Centre
will create homes,
employment and
economic sustainability
and potentially house
Perth’s first trackless
tram system.

Continued
delivery of the
Learning City Strategy
will provide a range of
community and
business-focused programs
and spaces across the City’s
four libraries to improve
social inclusion and
connectivity.

DARING TO BE
DIFFERENT
Canning is getting noticed for being the local government that’s being
bold, creative, willing to take risks and make difficult decisions.
It’s getting noticed for creating and implementing projects that traverse the
local government space, delivering more for residents and ratepayers.
It’s getting noticed for taking a more flexible and agile approach to business and
developing partnerships which pioneer new and different ways of doing things for
the benefit of all people.
It’s a fundamental change the City is proud of and there’s no sign of Canning slowing down
any time soon.
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CANNING
STATISTICS
Population

93,600

174
3

rd

Languages
spoken in
Canning

largest
economy
in Western
Australia

Canning Area

690
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of all WA jobs are
located in Canning

%
Growth
Rate

16km
30+

Hectares of open space
Platinum
Waterwise
Council

of population
born overseas

1 in 20

GSP
$11.39b
Gross State Product

65km2

51%

~20

Improvement in
Financial Health
Index score

63 to579
over past

years

Rivers/
waterways

Community and
cultural events
per year

Business events per
year to support
businesses to prosper

1317 Albany Highway, Cannington, Western Australia, 6107
Locked Bag 80, Welshpool, Western Australia, 6986
1300 422 664
customer@canning.wa.gov.au

canning.wa.gov.au
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